Dear Parents,
As the sun sets on this last day of the academic year, we can be thankful for mercies received
and stay buoyant with the hope of better days to come. Very simply, thank you for everything
you have done for the School and the School community. As we move (hopefully) to full-time
Online teaching with no interruptions, we are grateful to you for helping the teachers and the
students pull through.
We look back one last time on the last month before looking firmly ahead.
Warm regards,
The Gera School
**********
LIFE SKILLS IN ACTION AT TGS
It was wonderful receiving a
mail from a parent one
morning. We were informed
that Haneen from Grade 3 felt
a personal sense of gratitude
for the driver of her van,
Ismail, and wanted to express
that gratitude to him. She
worked on a lovely card that
she presented to him the next
morning to his utter surprise
and
amazement.
When
learners, at such a tender age,
go out of their way to make
someone feel appreciated, we
know we are on the right path.
At The Gera School, it is our endeavour to ensure a better tomorrow by nurturing hearts
today. Let’s learn from our little one the importance of togetherness, love and humanity.
The future is full of promise!
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NEWS FROM THE EARLY YEARS SECTION
EVENTS
COLOUR SPLASH DAY
On the occasion of Holi, the Early Years had fun with colours, paint, glitter, beads and other
similar materials. They were given a free hand to use the colours and materials of their choice to
make a final picture. The students had fun exploring and working with different materials to
create a masterpiece.

GRADUATION DAY
Graduation day is always a happy occasion since it marks the completion of years of dedication
to the pursuit of knowledge. To make it unforgettable, we celebrated the day at TGS in a simple
yet memorable manner, and the youngsters beamed with delight. The UKG students enjoyed a
'Graduation Ceremony,' where they were praised for their excellent work throughout the Early
Years. They danced to the 'Ding Dong' tune and sang a 'Thank You' song that made their parents
and teachers happy. They demonstrated some of the things they've learned throughout the
course of the year. The students were felicitated with a certificate and a memento. They had a
great time and thoroughly loved the day.
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NEWS FROM THE SPECIALISTS
ART
NURSERY
Budding artists of Nursery
experimented with various
art techniques such as
tracing and colouring a ship,
drawing and rendering a
house of shapes, name
tracing, tearing and pasting,
and collage work. The fine
motor skills were being
tested and analyzed.

LKG
The LKG learners got
introduced to tearing and
cutting paper. They learnt the parts of the scissor in association with the alligator. They cut
various materials to understand the feel of different materials like thick and thin paper, straw,
wool and clay.
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UKG
UKG learners drew their imagination on paper, expressing themselves. From leaf printing, paper
tearing and collage work to apple drawing and colouring, learners were challenged with their
skills and knowledge.

DANCE
As the little ones of Nursery
and LKG have returned to
school, we are going over
our basic ballet moves and
learning how to control our
body movements. Now they
are
able
to
watch
themselves in the mirror
and observe their posture
better. We still have tons of
fun dancing and wriggling
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and being silly too while learning ballet. We even enjoyed playing dance games and imagining
we were fairies and mermaids as we stretched and pointed our toes and balanced in
s‘Arabesque’.
As for the UKG Class, we are learning a special dance choreography to perform for Graduation
day that's filled with the scintillating sound of the samba. It promises to be a rousing and
electrifying performance. The children are very excited about their big day and are working
passionately to make it a success.

MUSIC
NURSERY
The children had a lot of fun as they explored the
sound of the shaker. Rhymes like ten fluffy yellow
chicks and I'm a little teapot were sung with
excitement.
LKG
The LKG children had a cheerful time during Music
class as they got the feel of many instruments in class.
Each child was eager to play the keyboard or strum
the ukulele. The children also explored singing the
rhymes that they learned during the online session –
and this was much more exciting fun!
UKG
The children are committed to learning the
Graduation song for their big day. The children were
eager to explore the instruments that they saw in the
classroom.

DRAMA
NURSERY
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Nursery children were treated to a dramatic story read aloud called Red Rockets and Rainbow
Jelly. The children liked the illustrations and acted out the words and character emotions in the
story. We enjoyed dramatizing the story and each child excitedly took a chance to interpret what
was going on in the book with the characters and the setting. The children then acted out
different action words they knew and learnt some new action words. The children also worked
on communication, teamwork, and acting skills by participating in various drama activities like
passing the sound, actions and imaginary objects. We ended with each child showing off their
best animal expressions with sounds, movements and drawing their own story plot on the
worksheet.
LKG

We started class with a few dramatic movements based on the different action words the
children knew. The children actively participated in the dramatic storytelling activity with the
help of the book Red rockets and Rainbow Jelly. They enjoyed sharing their likes and dislikes
along with the characters in the book. The children shared their ideas about the story plot and
interpreted the story through the illustrations. We discussed the theme, setting and characters
of the story. The children then sketched their ideas based on the book and their imagination on
paper. The children are always energetic and funny when we do the drama exercises. They come
up with humorous dramatic situations and characters to role play.
UKG
The children participated in short and quick activities which focused on our listening skills,
movement, vocabulary build-up, voice modulation, expressions, teamwork and imagination. We
then played dumb charades with the game, Guess The Character. We express ourselves through
a dramatic story read aloud. We acted out the words in the story and discussed the setting, theme
and characters in the story. The children loved working on the guided imagery worksheets and
came up with amazing story plots and characters to share with one another in class.

P.E.
The students were engaged in warm-up activities which helps to raise their body temperature
before starting physical activities. The students actively participated in playing fun games which
include walking patterns, balancing, freehand activities and coordination that helped in
developing their motor abilities.
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NEWS FROM EACH GRADE
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NURSERY
Last day of school… the closing of one door and
the opening of another.
The end of a school year is the beginning of the
New Year because every ending means a new
beginning. This past year we have grown
together. A little bit of each of them will always
be with us. Staff will remember all of the
warmth, the memories, and the learning that
was shared this year. May our learners always
strive to be the best that they can be.
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Numeracy
As we approach the end of this academic year, our focus this week has been on revising the
concepts, numbers 1-9 and classroom expectations so that students had a better understanding
of how the school and our classrooms function. The tiny tots of the Nursery were engaged in
various number-related activities such as scribbling, clay moulding, tracing with the chalk,
building towers using beads and weighing objects that are heavy and light. Counting fingers and
toes is a great way to introduce pre-schoolers to numbers. The learners were introduced to the
numeral 10. They were challenged to spot the 10’s in the class. They indulged in collaborative
learning as they were paired together to check how many toes or how many little fingers their
partner has.
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Literacy:
The tiny tots revised their letter-sound /f/. The students were excited to feed the ‘Hungry Fox’
letter ‘f’ pictures. Healthy childhood development is fostered through sufficient physical activity.
Outdoor play promotes more curiosity, creativity, and critical thinking. The learners enjoyed
playing outdoors and spent more time in nature exploration. Show and tell is usually the first
opportunity young children have to stand up in front of a small group and speak. This time we
had Fatimah, Clara, Advait and Saheb who described their objects in great detail.

LKG
We will miss their stories, their jokes, their hugs and smiles and laughter, their kindness, their
out-of-the-box thinking, their willingness to try, their thoughtful questions, their desire to be the
best they could be, their curious mind….. so many things…. Sigh!
Thematic learning
The students of the LKG class learned about the last continent to conclude the topic - ‘All Around
the World’. This fortnight the students learned about the continent of Antarctica. The students
were excited to learn about the coldest continent in the world. They discussed the weather
conditions in Antarctica and how it's different from other continents. They also learned about
how a few animals like penguins and seals survive in the harsh weather of Antarctica whereas
some can’t survive. After learning about the continent of Antarctica, the students drew what they
remembered about it and spoke about Antarctica. Using potato printing skills the students made
Penguins. To wind up the topic of ‘All around the World’ the students got pictures where they
had to look at the picture and speak about the continent in which the subject of the picture was
found.
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Numeracy
The students are in the process of learning measurements, using the basic terms ‘heavy’ and
‘light.’ They compared objects in the class, by weighing them on a weighing scale. The students
also solved number puzzles and recapitulated concepts done throughout the year using different
manipulatives.
Literacy
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The students of the LKG class practised writing letters on the slate using the correct formation.
The students did a recap of the tricky words. Using the phonetic knowledge the students are now
in the process of reading CVC words like cat, mat, red, bed, jet etc.
The students of the LKG class practised writing letters on the slate
using the correct formation. This will help the students to start
reading a simple book. The students went to the Library for the
Library class where the teacher narrated a story to the students and
also issued them books to be taken home. To hone their
communication skills, the students were encouraged to participate in
the Show and Tell activities. Free play is very important for students
to explore different materials and use their imagination and
collaborate with their peers. So the students of the LKG class use
different manipulatives to play with their friends.

UKG
Bye Bye!
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It's been a wonderful year. Although we didn't get much time in school, we made some good
memories that we will always cherish. We will truly miss the learners and we wish them well.

Thematic Learning
The topic of waste management was concluded with learning
about recycling. The children watched a video and discussed
recycling, how it can impact our lives and the environment
we live in.
The learners conducted a survey back at home and collected
data about different products used by their grandparents,
parents, and themselves. They checked if the products can be
reused, or refused thus reducing the garbage. The children
chose products from the survey sheet and presented an
alternative to it to reduce the garbage. The learners
confidently presented their charts and brought props to
show in the class.
The learners are learning to create a bowl out of newspaper by learning the technique of papiermache.
Numeracy
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The learned of UKG tried their hands at collecting data, collating the data, and presenting the
data while learning data handling. The learners learned to sort the items and objects according
to their similarities and differences and present them in the Venn diagram. Tally marks were
also done thus helping them to learn to count and present the data in tally. A pictograph was
introduced to the learners where they stuck their favourite fruit on the chart thus understanding
that they could present the data in the form of pictures. The learners learned to write number
names from 1 to 20.

Literacy
This week the learners were introduced to blends ‘br and sl’. The children learned to read words
with blends ‘br and sl’ and framed simple sentences. They came up with words like broccoli,
brush, bride, slate, slug slime. It was nice to see the little ones associate sounds with the world
around them.
The learners of UKG also practised reading this week. The children indulged in reading LevelOne books like Muddy Mud Bud and The Magic Pot Of Porridge. The reading sessions this week
helped the learners to develop their skills and build vocabulary. The children have got a lot more
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confident after the read-aloud sessions.
In writing, the learners practised writing sentences and letters. The children practised writing
words with two-finger space, thus helping to better their writing skills.
During story time, children pondered over the story ‘A squash and a squeeze’. It made them
understand that we should be grateful for what we have and are blessed with.
For a Show-and-Tell activity, a few learners brought their favourite toys to school and spoke
about them during Assembly time. Children learned from their peers about African and Asian
elephants, from others, about their favourite toy and paintings. It's rewarding to see the Upper
Kindergarten children speak with confidence and grace.

PRIMARY UPDATES
NEWS FROM THE SPECIALISTS
Graduation Day Grade 5
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Grade 5 Graduation day was a memorable one for the graduating young minds. The Principal,
Coordinator and teachers gave warm messages and best wishes as they ready to move a step
ahead on their journey. Grade 4 presented also performances in dance, music, drama and
poetry. The entire programme was hosted by two students from Grade 4 as well.

ICT
Learners of Grade 1 worked on MS
Excel. They pretended to be animal
rangers in a wildlife sanctuary who
were taking stock of the number of
animal living there. Learners were
able to enter labels and values into the
spreadsheet, and find the total
animals present in their sanctuary.
They were also able to change the font
colour, style and size of the data in the
cells.

Learners of Grade 2 worked with MS PowerPoint. They were able to create presentations of
their own using the various tools available in the software.
Learners of Grade 3 worked with MS Word. They were able to use the various text editing
tools available in the software to make their work more neat, aligned and presentable.
Learners were also able to insert shapes and colours to their documents.
Learners of Grade 4 worked on calculating profit and loss in a business using MS Excel. They
were able to use functions such as AutoSum, and write formulas along with formatting
various cells.
Learners of Grade 5 used MS Excel to validate and correct their data. They were able to use
functions such as Autosum, Max(), Min() and calculate the percentage using formulas.

CIRCLE TIME
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Grade 1:
The learners of Grade 1 had their
first ever Circle Time and it was
fun! As these little ones get used
to sharing their thoughts and
ideas, they are also learning
about respecting the views of
others, waiting for their turn,
listening to others and cheering
each other on. These
young minds are
gearing up for a
lifetime of empathy,
working together and
being
comfortable
with who they are.
Grade 2:
The learners of Grade 2 first
went through a presentation
that ignited a spark that
allowed them to reflect on
how special they were. Being
able to look within and be
proud of how wonderfully
unique each one was, made a
wonderful experience. Then the learners
experienced their first ever Circle Time. Imagine a
life where sharing your thoughts and feelings was
automatic. Our learners are on the path to have
just that. As they sat sharing their views, they also
learnt about the beauty of motivating their peers.
They felt the joy of being cheered on and they
learnt how to respect the speaker and wait for
their turn.
Grade 3:
The learners of Grade 3 have
been introduced to the
wonders of Circle Time and
have been having a great
time sharing their views and
ideas in a safe and happy
environment. In this sacred
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circle, they have also had the chance to
discuss rules and to question the validity
of some of the rules being upheld.
Another very important experience this
week was the discussion we had on
bullying. As the learners shared their
experiences, they realized that they were
not alone. This is an essential learning,
something that they can take with them
far into their future: No matter what the
situation is, you are not alone.
Grade 4:
The learners of grade 4 are slowly getting
used to being back with each other.
Learning about each other and being able
to adjust to each one’s own unique way of
dealing with things is a skill. As they
experienced their very first Circle Time
sessions, it was wonderful to hear their
thoughts and it was great that they are
now realizing how important it is to be
supportive of their friends. Through the
process, they are getting acquainted with
the rules in the school as they get to
understand the reason behind them.
Another wonderful experience was them
learning about bullying and speaking
candidly about what bullying is to them.
A lot of them realized that they had an
understanding that wasn’t necessarily
true.
Grade 5:
This fortnight, the experiences I’ve had
with Grade 5 have been nothing short of
wonderful. The clear insights they have
had and the deep understanding of all the
things Grade 5 related have been
profound. As the learners experienced
their first TGS Circle Time, they got
acquainted with what it meant to respect
the views of others and to lend support to
a friend in need. A number of
misunderstandings were addressed and
as these youngsters learn the best way to
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sort out conflict, maybe we as adults can learn a thing or two from them. Profound sharing
about experiences with a bully and accepting responsibility for taking on the role of a bully,
all in about 2 Circle Time sessions! Now that is progress happening at a quick pace.

ART
GRADE 1
Geometry tree, Pizza craft, Summer Drink, Cat drawing
Learners of Grade 1 experimented with various art styles, mediums and techniques.
•

Geometry tree drawing – Art activity that helped learners draw lines to create a geometry
tree and colour each organic shape with different coloured crayons.

•

Pizza Craft – Scissor craft activity. Learners created their own pizza slice to make a whole
pizza. They cut different printed ingredients as per their taste and decorated their pizza
slice. They learnt how diluting glue and using a brush for glue application is convenient and
better.

•

Summer Drink – Learners were demonstrated how to draw a glass and fill the glass with a
mocktail of their choice where learners coloured purple as grape juice and so on.

•

Cat drawing – A step by step easy to draw cat was demonstrated to learners where they
coloured and named their cats differently.
Below are a few images all that learners did during their art class.
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GRADE 2
Artists of Grade 2 experimented various art styles, mediums and techniques.
• Let’s draw a fish – This artwork taught learners how to draw a fish step by step and colour it
neatly using oil pastels.
• Concentric circles – Based on Kandinsky and his experiment with concentric circles, learners
were given a worksheet of concentric circles where they had to make use of warm and cool
colours to fill in the circles to create a mood.
• Paper collage – Tear and paste activity. Learners were given a workseet with the outline of a
rocket where they had to tear and paste different coloured, textured pieces to complete the
rocket.
• Bird – a simple step-by-step bird is what the learners lerant to draw, colouring them in
vibrant hues.
• Owl - Learners were given a worksheet where the left side of the owl was drawn and learners
had to draw the right side to complete the owl and fill it in with colour.
• Dragon – A challenging yet inetersting activity. Learners drew a dragon as demonstrated by
the teacher. They also drew their own versions of a dragon.
Below are a few images of all that the learners did during their art class.
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GRADE 3
Learners have been
learning how to draw
a a cat in various
poses. They have
grasped
the
proportions of the
cat’s body and drawn
intriguing pictures. The learners
have also illustrated diagrams
depicting their preferences of online
school and offline school. This
activity made them think and reflect
on the time gone by while studying
online.
The Grade 4 learners have drawn a shell for a crab,
decorative owls and patterned designs. The focus was
patterns in nature and, as can plainly be seen in their
artwork, they have created mesmerizing designs and
patterns taking inspiration from Mandala art and mehndi design.
GRADE 5
Name Art, Bird Collage, Lines And Patterns & Eric Carle Art Style
Learners of Grade 5 experimented with various art styles, mediums and techniques.
• Name Art – Each learner created a name logo, planning the design, feel and colours.
• Bird Collage – Learners were put in groups where they tried out the paper collage technique
to complete the bird worksheet. They got a hang of applying diluted glue with a brush making
it convenient and better for the artist.
• Lines And Patterns - As simple as this may seem, learners had to pair up with a partner and
create a cup design as shown in the reference image and draw various patterns using different
lines and paints. They used water colours.
• Eric Carle Art Style - Learners painted their heart out. They were given the liberty to create
their own textured paper using mix media technique in groups, after which they cut the paper
into desired shapes to create a form as simple as a cat or bird.
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MUSIC
Grades 1 and 2:
The Grade 1 learners were
taught to play percussion and
to sing the song ‘500 miles’.
The Grade 2 learners were
taught to count the beats and
they were taught how to use
Cajon
and
egg
shakers
(percussions)
The learners of Grade 3 learnt how to count the beats and played the bongos.
The learners of Grade 4 practised the song “Bonjour” in French and some learners played the
percussions.
The learners from Grade 5 practised the song, ‘I’d like to teach’ and played the instruments.
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DANCE
Grade 1:
With the academic year
coming to an end,
Grade 1 learners were
given a chance to show
me how much they had
picked up from our
year of learning. They
were asked to perform
together in small groups, each getting their chance in the
spotlight and every member was to contribute one dance
move in order to build the choreography. We had a couple
of “prima-donnas” but mostly the children cooperated and
were eager to add their share to the performance. Here we
are during our warm up in the beginning.
Grade 2:
Grade 2A and 2B have to share dance space and we did this
by having an impromptu class dance competition between both divisions. Both classes danced
to the same song which was Uptown Funk by Bruno Mars and Grade 2A turned out victorious.
Devansh joined us online and he was in agreement with me! Here both classes are rehearsing
before the competition was announced.
Grades 3, 4 and 5:
Grades 3, 4 and 5 learned a bit of body percussion and Grade 4 also had to learn choreography
to perform for an upcoming event. This meant that they had extra practice sessions and were
eager to wow the audience with their flashy dance moves. Grade 5 was rather nostalgic in
their last dance class and I permitted them to dance together to all their favourite dance tracks
so they chose several Zumba songs. This meant that the class was very energetic and we were
all dripping in happy sweat. There is their Big finish!

DRAMA
Grades 1 and 2
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How do we beat the heat in Drama Class? With the help of some fun activities like mirror
image, catch the rhythm, dramatic story telling, fun with shapes and flash card exercises.

FRENCH
Grade-1
Revision time! The learners revised the topics learned and brushed up their writing and
speaking skills in French by answering promptly during the quiz. It was great to see the
inexperienced French learners speak so confidently and fluently in French. In the Holi week,
they made beautiful Holi cards in French mentioning the colour names in French while
drawing the water splashes of different colours. They wrote “Joyeux Holi” in their cards and
wished the same to their friends and teachers!
Grade-2
Poetry time! The learners enjoyed learning a poem in French ‘Frère Jacques’ and recited it
with full confidence. They got a chance to recite in pairs and individually as well. The speaking
skills of the learners in French were brushed up. They focussed on the exceptions and
stresses.
Grade-3
Logical thinking! The learners integrated Math with French by solving addition exercises and
writing the number names and answers in French. For example, huit (8)+cinq (5)=treize (13).
They also explored the names of different countries and nationalities in French. They are now
moving ahead learning the concepts of gender and number in French for example changing
from masculine to feminine and singular to plural and vice-versa.
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Grade-4
It was a skill building time for Grade
4 in French! They not only learned
singing a greeting song rhythmically
but also built up their reading and
writing skills. They performed their
best while drilling sessions in French.
They’ve
also
learned
about
“expressing the quantity” in French
along with the prepositions of place,
learning how to locate different
places and objects in French. That
winds up the learning of this session
and they are all set for learning more
new aspects in French in the next
session.
Grade-5
The French learners of Grade 5 completed their assessments for the year. Since it is the last 2
weeks, learners revised all the concepts that they had done over the entire year and especially
those which are important in Grade 6. They practised with different listening, speaking,
reading and writing comprehensions and played French games in class. Learners also worked
with global translation as opposed to word-to-word translations.

HINDI
Grade-1
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Activity-based learning plays an important role in teaching the learners to collaborate,
communicate, interact and work in a team. Grade 1 learners had an exercise of Vilom Shabd
in class. They also made a Holi cards and wrote their message in Hindi.
Grade- 2
Story telling is a traditional and timeless art form which is an effective tool to inform, entertain
and educate. That’s what Grade 2 learners are aiming for. They learnt how to narrate stories
and also did a Vilom Shabd activity.
Grade- 3
General knowledge is something that really helps us to grow both on personal as well as
academic level. That’s what Grade 3 learners are aiming at; they had a reading activity. They
also made a Holi card in Hindi.
Grade- 4
Reading is good for you because it improves
your focus, memory and communication
skills and that’s why they performed a
reading activity in the class and prepared a
card for Holi. Learners also got to know the
difference of old and new postcards.
Grade- 5
Activity-based learning engaged learners in
learning, using activities such as reading,
writing, discussion or problem solving
which promoted analysis, synthesis and
evaluation of class content. Learners learnt
vocabulary and also prepared a card for
Holi.

NEWS FROM EACH GRADE
GRADE 1
English:
Grade 1 was “all ears”, eager to learn about idioms this week. As they get a hang of it, we
now see them use idioms like, “this dessert is out of the world!”, “I love Math, it is as easy
as ABC!” and we sure do have a laugh together when the teacher says, “Get your heads out
of the clouds!” Learners are winding up the year with a quick brush up on concepts learnt
previously, holding on to memories with their peers and teachers, at the same time having a
good stress with “butterflies in their tummy” for the upcoming year. So, “break a leg” Grade
1 as you step up to the next level!
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Math:
The learners of Grade one are weaving their way through the maze of the school. With
learners' focus being fixed right on the destination, they’re reminded of the significance of
following directions to move ahead thereby realizing the importance of position and
movement be it in giving or receiving directions or even in dancing. Through class activities
the learners were introduced to various methods of presenting collected data; they then did
a revision of past concepts covered through the year.
Science:
“Beauty is not in the face, beauty is the light in the heart”, a wonderful quote by the
writer-poet, Khalil Gibran. Grade 1 learners are exploring “the heart” and “their heart” in
Science. With hands-on understanding of the increase and drop in their pulse on the field,
they now know what it takes to make that happen.
With this age group, the tooth fairy seems to be paying a visit often. The young ones listened
in rapt attention as they are getting familiar with their molars, incisors, canines and milk
teeth! As the year comes to a close and Grade 1 has transitioned from online to physical
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Classes. They are thoroughly enjoying the learning process with hands-on experiments and
class activities; at the same time, they are also having a good brush-up on previous learnings.
as well.

GRADE 2A
English:
“Let no one steal your dreams….” This poem seemed to strike a chord with the bright minds
of Grade 2A. Learners explored their presentation skills with an intra-class Poetry Recitation
contest connecting to the meaningful words of poems like “Give yourself a hug”, “The laughter
forecast” and “Uses”. A deep look into nature, unlocks imagination and inspires creativity.
With the year coming to an end, learners worked in teams to explore nature and use this
opportunity to brush up on their previously learnt concepts of nouns, noun phrases,
adjectives and trying to look at why or why not something around them is beautiful or funny.
It was a pleasant surprise to see them come up with phrases and vocabulary like hysterical,
humongous, lush green grass as well as noticing how the breeze felt and how the sky is
glowing in the bright shining sunlight!
Math:
“Without data you are just another person with an opinion.” Learners learned ‘Handling Data’
which is a crucial aspect of mathematics and relates to collecting, representing and analyzing
data in order to solve a particular problem or questions. These learning experiences had a
meaningful impact. Learners, like adults, were more motivated when they knew that their
actions and efforts will have a real impact.
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Using real data to collect votes from learners in order to select a final place for a field trip
with the help of a bar graph made a real change to this lesson. This topic helped learners to
make sense of information, to identify patterns and trends and to predict and plan for the
future. Apart from this, we revised all the concepts covered during the year and the learners’
understanding of the concept was tested through assessments.
Science:
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With the school coming
to a closure learners were
assessed
on
their
concepts learnt during
the year. They shared
their views on how
Science can impact our
daily lives. A debate on
plastic helped enhance
life
skills
like
communication
and
analytical
skills
in
learners. Following the
quote, ‘All experiments
are
learning
experiences even when
they don’t go
as
planned,’
learners
conducted
various
experiments to find if the
materials are soluble or
insoluble, process of filtration, states of matter and separating mixtures. Analysing why a
material for an object is silly or sensible helped learners deepen their understanding.

GRADE 2B
English:
Figurative language is defined as a creative way to use words and phrases beyond their
literal definition to explain something more abstract or heighten the emotional power of that
word or phrase. It makes the text more relatable, engaging, and interesting as it’s very good
at provoking emotions or intriguing thoughts. Learners of Grade 2B were introduced to the
concept of 'Similes' and they came up with some interesting similes like: "During recess I was
as playful as the dog." "The flower in my garden smells as good as my perfume." Learners
also focussed on grammatical concepts of Apostrophe: Possession and OmissionContraction of words, and solved worksheets on the same.
Mathematics:
Ever wonder how we make decisions? Learn a second language (or our first)? Learn which
colours combine to make others? We might think of data as graphs and charts and large
collections of information but actually life itself is a sort of data-gathering endeavour. At its
simplest level, data is the information we collect. Data handling is important; it allows
children to make sense of information, to identify patterns and trends. Data handling is a set
of skills, which includes: Collecting data using a planned methodology, recording data with
precision and accuracy, analysing data to draw conclusions, and sharing data in a way which
is useful to others. This fortnight, learners of Grade 2B covered Data Handling and learnt
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different methods like Tally, Bar graphs, Pictograms , Carroll Diagrams to read, analyse and
interpret data.

Under the unit Money, the
learners focused on Indian
currency and we had a role
play activity where the
learners were asked to take
on the role of shopkeeper and
customer.
Science:
Filtration happens every day around the world to get a liquid that everyone needs: clean
water. Imagine going to a stream or lake and scooping up a bottle full of water. Chances are,
the water inside won't look like the water that comes out of your taps. The learners of Grade
2B conducted an experiment in class to understand the process of 'Filtration' and how it is
paramount to our life, health and ecosystem. They also focussed on 'Separation of materials.
The learners also had a quiz on ‘Properties of Materials'.
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GRADE 3

English
For this fortnight, Grade 3 was all set to
take to experience new topics. We worked
on book blurbs and it was encouraging to
see Grade 3 not just understanding the
importance of a blurb, but also attempting
to write their own blurbs.
While
discussing the lesson on Harry’s Mad, we
discussed the word ‘Legacy’.
Not
surprising that the 3rd Graders had a fair
idea of what legacy means but also wished
for things they would like to inherit as legacy. The third graders were all set to role play as
they took on the characters of Madison and Harry. We witnessed some excellent acting
skills.
Mathematics
Learners were introduced to the concept of Area and Perimeter. They worked on counting
sides to measure perimeter and counting squares to measure the space inside of rectangles
and squares. They used the knowledge to design their own room, calculate the total area of
the room and the area of the bed space and study area. We also revised mathematical
concepts done during the year.
Science
Learners of Grade 3 are now learning about the importance of light in our lives, and its

sources. They learned that light travels in waves from its source to an object and reflects off
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the object into our eyes and that’s how we can see the object! They understood this by doing
an experiment using a cardboard box, a coin and a torch. They also enjoyed listening to a
song on light!
Global Perspectives
In the past two weeks, in the G.P. class we have been discussing the concept of Retirement.
Learners were introduced to what retirement is, why people retire and what people do when
they retire. Each learner shared their thoughts on what they would like to do when they
retire. We also had discussions on retirement age and how the young can help the elderly.
The learners came up with 5 ways each on how young people can help the elderly and made
short presentations of the same. Then, we moved on to Retirement Homes- what they are,
what they have, etc. The learners watched a video on the lives of people in a retirement home
called Beit Shalom. The Founders and the ones running the home gave us a tour of the home,
the activities conducted, the facilities and care they receive. An important aspect of the video
that was discussed is how the caretakers ensured that the residents are cared for and
introduced and exposed to a number of activities to keep their mind active. It isn’t merely an
eat-sleep-repeat life routine. There is so much more, and this is important to remember. The
learners then had an assignment to prepare a floor plan of a retirement home as they would
like it to be.
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Grade 4
English
In the past two weeks, we have covered a number
of topics in English beginning with poetry and
poetic devices such as similes and metaphors. The
learners worked on improving descriptions by
using these devices. The learners also answered
their summative assessments that comprised of
reference to context, vocabulary, writer’s effect,
grammar and creative writing. The learners
solved worksheets on both fiction and non-fiction
passages. After that, we delved into informal letter writing. The learners were introduced to
three terms: Style, Tone and Register. We read examples of informal letters with varying
tones and styles and examined the registers of each. We also touched upon the difference
between informal and formal letters. Before the close of the term in the coming week, the
learners will write an informal letter and post it to someone.
Over the course of the academic year 2021-2022, the learners of grade 4 have read, written,
created and presented work both online and offline. In all of the units covered, the learners
have showcased their creativity and imagination, strong opinions and understanding of the
world around them. I have watched them grow in confidence and camaraderie. The learners
have displayed much resilience and I applaud them for that. Having them back in the
classroom has been such a wonderful experience. Despite all the challenges and hiccups, we
ended the year with smiles.
Math
It is said that the desire for symmetry, for balance, for rhythm in form as well as in sound is
one of the most inveterate of human instincts. The learners of Grade 4 explored further this
concept as well as Symmetry in polygons. They used a handmade aid to test for rotational
symmetry and used logos of different companies to check for reflectional symmetry using
mirrors. They concluded that reflective symmetry is line symmetry and rotational symmetry
is point symmetry. They made a link between science and Math showing how in Nature
symmetry is observed in beehives, flowers, etc.
Science
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Keep your face to the sunshine and you cannot see a shadow. This quote was verified by the
learners of Grade 4 as they explored the size of a shadow. They went outdoors at three
different times of the day and performed a fair test on the length of shadow during different
times of the day concluding that a shadow is shortest at noon. They also used screens, light
sources and their own shadow puppets to investigate how moving an object further from the
screen increases the size of its shadow. They understood the concept of shadows in X-rays
and eclipses.

G.P.
“Travel early and travel often. Live abroad, if you can. Understand cultures other than your
own.” As your understanding of other cultures increases, your understanding of yourself and
your own culture will increase exponentially. The learners have fully explored the Unit on
‘Moving to Another Country’. They presented a country of their choice and a language that
would be essential to learn that would help them live in that country and go about their daily
functioning. We also looked at power passports.
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GRADE 5
English
In the past two weeks in English, the learners of grade 5 were introduced to new forms of poetryCinquains and Limericks. We revised syllables and worked that into these two forms of poetry.
The class wrote Cinquains and Limericks together, creating pictures with their words. The
learners also answered their summative assessment that tested their comprehension skills,
grammar, vocabulary and creative writing. It was an enjoyable and interesting experience for
the learners, given its novelty due to the online mode of learning for the past two years. Post
their assessment, the learners were introduced to a balanced report and a template to help guide
their writing. We discussed a number of topics such as air pollution, traffic and containing
endangered animals in zoos as a means of protection. They learned to look at an issue from
different perspectives and also list the pros and cons to each. We couldn’t end the year without
another collaborative activity! So, the learners were divided into groups to collaborate and write
a balanced report on a topic of their choice. Before we close the academic year, the learners will
present their arguments to the class.
The past year has been a mélange of emotions, activities, struggles, challenges, celebrations and
achievements. As the Grade teacher, I have witnessed the learners grow in friendship and
solidarity. I have seen them blossom in both academic and co-curricular skills. The creative
output in English has been remarkable and a testament to their indomitable spirit. In the past
year these learners have developed into playwrights, storytellers, poets, artists, debaters,
presenters and so much more.
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From breakout rooms to bench buddies, the learners of Grade 5 have come a long way and are
brimming with excitement and enthusiasm for the adventure ahead. Behind the masks lie big
smiles and happy hearts!

Math
There are many people who measure and draw angles as part of their jobs. An architect is a
person who designs buildings. When they draw a plan of a building, they need to measure and
draw the angles for the
roof, the staircases and the
walls. The measurements
need to be very accurate. If
they are not accurate, the
builder may find that the
roof isn’t big enough to
cover the building, the
staircases don’t reach high
enough and there are gaps between
the walls! Grade 5 learners practised
how to draw accurate angles and line
segments to given measurements.
They realised that they must use a
sharpened pencil and draw thin and
accurate lines to get accurate
measurements. Learners revisited
their knowledge about the different
types of triangles and figured out
how to calculate the angle of a
triangle if two angles were given,
based on the knowledge that the sum of the angles of a triangle is 180 degrees. They also learned
about the units used in the imperial system of measurement and how it is different from the
metric system of measurement which we use. They first estimated the length of their desks and
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then used metre sticks to find
the actual measure of their
desks. Grade 5 learners took
great interest in their math
classes throughout the year
and
have
honed
their
knowledge in concepts of
fractions, decimals, geometry
etc. They are ready and looking
forward to moving to Grade 6!
All the best, Grade 5!
Science
As we come to the end of
this academic session, we
look back with nostalgia at
the long way we have come.
Even though most of the
year went by with online
classes, Grade 5 Science
was a very interesting class
as the learners were always
enthusiastic about learning new
things. They contributed actively to class
discussions and took part in the
experiments conducted in class. Most of
them tried these experiments by
themselves at home and posted videos
which really contributed to their learning
even though the classes were online! We
are currently completing our last unit on
rocks and soil. After learning about the
different types of rocks and how to identify
them, Grade 5 went on to learn about the
rock cycle which shows us how the rocks
of the earth are used over
and over again. One type of
rock can get changed into
another type of rock. These
processes take millions of
years! They also learned
about the different kinds of
soils. They found out that
there are different types of
soils and they can be classified based on their clay, sand and organic content. They also learned
that the composition of soil can change making it better or worse for plants to grow in.
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G.P.
Sharing the news of what’s happening in Goa, across the globe or few Science facts has been the
highlight this fortnight. The objective was for learners to develop some interest in knowing
what’s happening around them and presenting to the class. We also got to know about the
Olympic Games and how they have evolved over the years.

With that we end this final edition of the Newsletter. Hope you enjoyed many of what we
sent you this year and that it warmed your heart to see the progress your ward made in
spite of so much that afflicted us all.
Regards
The Gera School
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